Role of metabolic surgery in less obese or non-obese subjects with type 2 diabetes: influence over cardiovascular events.
Bariatric surgery was initially developed as a tool for weight reduction only, but it is gaining increasing popularity because of its remarkable effect on glucose metabolism in morbidly obese and less obese patients. Recent publications have shown the good results of metabolic surgery, creating a new field of clinical research that is currently overflowing in the medical community with outstanding high-quality data. In morbidly obese population, there is compelling data on long term cardiovascular risk reduction and mortality, coming from longitudinal prospective studies and systematic reviews. Numbers range from 33 to 92% of decrease in fatal and nonfatal cardiovascular events . In low body mass index (BMI) diabetics, there is an increasing number of reported good outcomes after metabolic surgery with the aim to treat type 2 diabetes (T2DM). There is scarce information on cardiovascular outcomes in non-morbidly obese subjects, but the extraordinary glucose, lipid and blood pressure control in the published series are suggesting good long-term effects on cardiovascular risk profile and mortality. The papers review was comprehensive, including the available randomized controlled trials, long-term prospective series and systematic reviews.